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Beijing Electron Positron Collider II 

Storage 
Ring 240m

LINAC
202m

Dedicated to tau-charm Physics

Double-ring e+e- collider
Center-of-mass energy 2.0 - 4.95 GeV
Peak luminosity:1.051033cm-2s-1

Energy spread: 5.1610-4

Cross angle: ±11mrad
Optimum energy: 1.89 GeV
Number of bunches: 93

2004: Started BEPCII upgrade,
 BESIII construction

2009 - now: BESIII physics run
IP
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BESIII Detector

Electromagnetic Calorimeter:
Csl(Tl) crystal;
σE/E < 2.5% @ 1 GeV (barrel)
σE/E < 5%  @ 1 GeV (endcap)
σxy = (6mm)/ � @ 1 GeV

Main Drift Chamber:
σ(p)/p = 0.5% @ 1 GeV
σ(dE/dx) = 6%

Time of Flight:
σt = 68 ps (barrel)
σt = 110(60) ps (endcap,upgrade)

Magnet: 1T superconducting

Muon Counter:
Resistive Plate Chamber
σ(xy) < 2 cm

Total weight 730 tons, 
~40,000 read-out channels,
Data rate: 5kHz, 50Mb/s

In full operation since 2008, still in very good status now!
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BESIII  physics program

R

ü R value
ü � physics
ü Hadron form 

factors
ü Light vector 

mesons

ü “exotic” hadrons
ü �/�’ decays
ü Baryon spectrum
ü Meson spectrum
ü Hyperon physics

ü XYZ states
ü charmonium 

transitions 
ü ...

ü �(��
(∗)) decays

ü ��-�� mixing
ü Strong phases
ü CKM matrix
ü Charm baryons

ü Dark matter
ü Rare decay
ü ...

10.� × ��� �/�
�. � × ��� �(��)

World’s largest �/� and �(��) data samples directly collected,

~40��−� data in ��� = 2-4.95 GeV. An excellent opportunity for studying light 
hadron physics!
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Hadron spectroscopy 

Many exotic states have been observed, but their nature is still far from being understood!

Ø QCD allows also different  combinations of 
quarks and gluons:  EXOTIC states (c)-(g)

Hadron spectroscopy: Establish the spectrum and study the exotic hadrons properties.

Ø Conventional hadrons contain 
two or three quarks (a)-(b)
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(c)

(b)

(d)

(a)

�(�/� → ��) > �(�/� → ��) > �(�/� → ��) ≥ �(�/� → ��)

Ø Γ(�/� → ��)～�(���
2)

Ø Γ(�/� → ��)～�(���
3)

Ø Γ(�/� → ��)～�(���
4)

Ø Γ(�/� → ��)～�(���
4)

�(�/� → ���) ≅ �%��/�

Charmonium radiative decays provide an ideal laboratory for exotic states studies

Ø High statistics data samples.

Ø Well defined initial and final states (clean).

ü Kinematic constraints

ü I(���) filter

Ø “Gluon-rich” environment.

Searches for exotic states
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Ø Quark contents more than �� or ���.

Ø Quantum number not reachable for 
ordinary mesons or baryons.

Manifest exotic

Ø Overpopulation of states.

Ø Mass/width not fit in spectra.

Ø Production  incompatible with 
standard mesons/baryons.

Ambiguous exotic

Ø Light-flavor exotic states are hard to establish.

Ø Exotic quantum numbers are forbidden by �� configuration.

Ø Focus on spin-exotic states ��� = �−−, ����+−, ���−+.

Searches for exotic states
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PRD 73, 014516

PRD 88, 094505

Exotic hybrids

Ø Some low-order hybrids have exotic quantum numbers 

1−+, 0+−, 2+−  which are forbidden by qq configuration.

Ø 1−+ hybrids predicted by LQCD: Mass around 2.0 GeV.

Glueball searches

Ø Provide critical information on the gluon field.

Ø Obtain quantitative understanding of confinement.

Ø 0++, 0−+ and 2++ glueballs predicted by LQCD: 

Mass under 3.0 GeV.

LQCD predictions for Exotic Hybrids

LQCD predictions for Glueballs

An excellent opportunity for studying them using �/� 
or �(��) data samples!

Searches for exotic states
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PRD 88, 094505

LQCD predictions for Exotic HybridsExotic hybrids

Ø  �−+ nonet of hybrids is predicted to be the lightest.

Ø Isovector �−+ have been observed including ��(����), 

��(����) and ��(����).

• Hybrid is the most popular interpretation.

• �1(1400) and �1(1600) can be explained as one pole.
(PRD 105, 012005)

Ø Isoscalar �−+ is critical for establishing the hybrid nonet

• Can be produced in the gluon-rich �/� radiative decays.

• Can decay to ��’ in P-wave.
(PRD 83, 014021; PRD 83, 014006; EPJP 135, 945)

Observation of states with exotic quantum numbers, 
such as �−+, has been of great experimental interest!

Searches for exotic states
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PRL 129, 192002 (2022)
PRD 106, 072012 (2022)

Observation of  Exotic Isoscalar State ��(����) in �/� → ���’

PWA of  �/� → ���’ using 10 Billion of �/� data @ BESIII

Ø � → �� and �’ → ��+�−/��+�−.

Ø An isoscalar �−+ state,  ��(����), 
has been observed with statistical 
significance  larger than ���.

Ø Consistent with LQCD calculation 
for  �−+ hybrid (Mass 1.7 – 2.1 GeV).

EPJA 16, 537

Critical to establish the �−+ hybrid nonet !
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Further checks on the �−+ state ��(����)
Ø The cos(��) distribution can be expressed as an expansion in terms of 

Legendre polynomials; the coefficients (unnormalized moments of 
expansion) characterize the spin of the ��’ resonances. The moment 
for the kth bin of M(��’) is:

Good  agreement between the PWA fit 
results and data.

Ø < ��
� > indicates significant P-wave.

Ø In ��’system, the narrow structure should be  
��(����) P-wave component.

Ø The moments are related to the spin-0(S), 
spin-1(P) and spin-2(D) amplitudes by:

PRL 129, 192002 (2022)
PRD 106, 072012 (2022)
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States in  �/� → ��+�−�’

PRL 95, 262001 (2005) 58M �/�

Observation of X(1835)

PRL 106, 072002 (2011) 225M �/�

Observation of X(2120) and X(2370)

PRL 117, 042002 (2016) 1.3B �/�

Observation of anomalous line shape Coherent sum of BW X(1835) 
and BW X(1870) at ppbar

Sum of Flatte X(1835) at ppbar 
and BW X(1920)
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Observation of a new state X(2600) in �/� → ��+�−�’

Study  �/� → ��+�−�’ using 10 Billion of �/� data @ BESIII

Ø A new state in M(�+�−�’) invariant mass is observed around 2.6 GeV, which is correlated 
to a structure in M(�+�−) at 1.5 GeV.

PRL 129, 042001 (2022) 

�’ → ��+�− �’ → �+�−�
X(2120) X(2370) X(2600)

��(��)

X(1835)X(2120) X(2370) X(2600)

��(��)

X(1835)
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Observation of a new state X(2600) in �/� → ��+�−�’

PRL 129, 042001 

Ø Simultaneous fit to �+�−�’ and 
�+�− mass spectra is performed.

Ø X(2600)  observed for the first 
time with a statistical significance 
greater than ���.

Ø The structure in M(�+�−) around 
1.5 GeV can be well described 
with the interference between 
��(����) and X(1540).

Ø �−+ or �−+ is favored for X(2600).

�’ → ��+�− �’ → �+�−�

� radial excitation?
an exotic hadron? 

 ���?
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“�(1405/1475)” Confusion / “�” Puzzle 

Ø A structure is first observed by  MARK II,  �� is  0−+, the 
“single structure” is named “�”.

Ø Mark III suggested  there should exist two �−+ structures 
called  �(����) and �(����).

Ø �(1405/1475) Confusion:

• Two states or just one? (Triangle Singularity Mechanism)

• Their nature?  Glueball / 1st radial excitation states of �′? 

Long standing puzzle!

PRD 83, 114007

�(����)
�(����)

PRL 65, 2506

PRL 108, 081803

1st radial excitation

�(1405)
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Partial Wave Analysis of �/� → �������
 

JHEP 03(2023)121PWA of  �/� → ������� using 10 Billion of �/� data @ BESIII

Ø �0 → �� and ��
0 → �+�−.

Ø Study of �(1405) and �(1475).

Ø Prominent structure around 
1.45 GeV and a clear bump 
around 1.28 GeV.

Extract the resonance 
parameters of the 

intermediate states 
by choosing particular 

dynamic models.

Mass Dependent PWA:

Explore the lineshape of 
������ invariant mass 
for the different decay 

modes, and  minimize bias 
from particular dynamic 

models of the 
intermediate states.

Mass Independent PWA:
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�/� → ������� - Mass Dependent PWA
JHEP 03(2023)121

Ø ��(����), ��(����) and ��(����) are observed for the 
first time in this process.

Ø TSM and one �−+ state assumptions: the description of  
�����0 invariant mass spectrum deteriorates significantly.

Ø The pseudoscalar components: two states are needed in 
MD-PWA using relativistic BW model,  and both of them can 
decay by (����)�−������ and (����)�−������ modes.
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�/� → ������� - Mass Independent PWA
JHEP 03(2023)121

Ø Datasets of MI-PWA: dividing M(������) from 
1.24GeV to 1.6GeV into 24 bins, the width of each 
bin is 15MeV.

Ø MI-PWA in each bin: the dynamic function of 
M(������)  in each bin is approximate to be a 
constant. Perform PWA in each bin and extract  
components with significance greater than ��.

Ø The 0−+ component is the dominant contribution:

• The relatively flat lineshape around 1.4 GeV rules 
out one standard resonance parameterization.

• (����)�−������  & (����)�−������  waves are 
of comparable magnitudes, but with different 
lineshape and peaks.

dominant spin components

dominant decay modes
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�/� → ������� - Mass Independent PWA
JHEP 03(2023)121

Ø Axial vector component at 1.28 GeV and 1.42 GeV in MI-
PWA corresponding to ��(����) and ��(����) in MD-PWA 
clearly. The first one decays by ��(���)�� and the second 
one decays by �∗�(���)��.

Ø Tensor component around 1.52 GeV decays by �∗�(���)�� 
in MI-PWA corresponding to ��(����) in MD-PWA clearly. 

Ø Consistency between MI and MD results.

dominant spin components

dominant decay modes for �−+ dominant decay modes for �++

Essential for studying 
the dynamics of 

pseudoscalar structure!
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Partial Wave Analysis of  �/� → ��’�’ 

PWA of  �/� → ��’�’ using 10 Billion of �/� data @ BESIII

Ø � → �� and �’ → ��+�−/��+�−.

Ø ��� = 0++, 2++, 4++ in �’�’.

Ø ��� = 1+−,  1−− in ��’.

Ø ��(����) observed in  �’�’ mode 
for the first time, its significance is 
��. ��.

Ø ��(����)  is one potential tensor 
glueball candidate which is close to 
LQCD prediction for 2++  glueballs.

PRD 105, 072002(2022)

�(�/� → ���(����))~�. � × ��−�  including:

• �/� → �����

• �/� → ���

• �/� → ���

LQCD:   �(�/� → ���++)/���� = �. � × ��−�

PRD 87, 092009

PRD 98, 072003

PRD 93, 112011 PRL 111, 091601
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Partial Wave Analysis of  �/� → ��’�’ 

Ø ��(����), ��(����) observed in  �’�’ mode for the first time.

Ø ��(����): new scalar state observed. 

Ø �0(2020):

• Production compatible with that of ��(����) in �/� → ��� and ��(����) in �/� → �����.

• Its large production rate in radiative �/� decay suggest a large overlap with scalar glueball.

• Consistent with previous analysis results, but its mass is lower than the mass of the first 
excitation of scalar glueball from the LQCD prediction.

 PRD 98, 072003

PLB 309, 378 PRD 60, 034509

PRD 87, 092009

dominant 
components

new �++state

PRD 105, 072002(2022)
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Light hadrons in open-charm decays
�++ ground state

• I=0: �0(500), �0(980)
• I=1: �0(980)

�++ radially excited states

• I=0: �0(1370), �0(1500)
• I=1: �0(1450)

�++ higher set of excitations

• I=0: �0(1710), �0(1770)
• I=1: ��(����)/��(����)?

Ø Suppression attributed to the destructive interference 
between ��(���) and ��(���).

Ø One order of magnitude larger than the expectation.

Ø Constructive interference between ��(����) and its 
isospin=1 partner.

BABAR PRD 104, 072002 BESIII PRD 105, L051103
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Light hadrons in open-charm decays

Ø Amplitude analysis of Cabibbo-favored ��
+ → ���+�0.

Ø Together with BESIII analysis ��
+ → ���+�0, this result 

support the existence of a new �� triplet.

Ø BF of ��
+ → �0

+�0 with �0
+ → ���+ is roughly consistent 

with the prediction.

Ø M(�0) about 100 MeV/c2 greater than the expectation 
for �0(1710).

Ø ��(����) could be the isospin=1 partner of the 
��(����) [X(1812)].

Ø The possibility of the ��(����) as the scalar glueball 
still cannot be excluded.

PRL 129, 182001

EPJC 82, 225

 PRD 105, 114014

PRD 105, L051103

����� = �. ��� ± �. ��� ± �. ��� GeV/c2
���� = �. ��� ± �. ��� ± �. ��� GeV/c2
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Summary
Ø The BESIII experiment is an excellent laboratory to study light hadron physics, while 

the charmonium provides an unique opportunity to search for glueball and exotic states.

Ø Selection of latest physics results on light exotic states are presented:

• First observation of exotic isoscalar 1−+ state ��(����) in �/� → ���’.

• X(1835), X(2120) and X(2370) are confirmed in �/� → ��+�−�’ and  X(2600) is observed for 

the first time.

• Two states of �(����) and �(����) are needed in �/� → ������0 and both MD-PWA and 

MI-PWA results have been povided.

• The tensor glueball candidate ��(����) is observed in �’�’ mode for the first time in �/� →

��’�’ and a new scalar state ��(����) is observed as well.

• Light hadron ��(����) is observed for the first time in open-charm decays.

Ø The BESIII detector is still in very good status, more surprises at BESIII are expected!

Thanks for your attention!

PRL 129, 192002 (2022)
PRD 106, 072012 (2022)

JHEP 03(2023)121

PRL 129, 042001 (2022) 

PRD 105, 072002(2022)

PRD 105, L051103
PRL 129, 182001
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Backup slide (I) 
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Backup slide (II) 
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Backup slide (III) X(18xx) between 1.8-1.9 GeV
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Backup slide (IV) 
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Backup slide (V) 
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